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Abstract

Three experiments were conducted to examine the backward inhibition effect in attention switching within verbal working memory. Experiment
one showed significant backward inhibition effect in a “tri-count task”. Experiment two suggested that the effect was not due to a perceptual
inhibition on the previously presented figure. Experiment three excluded the sequential expectancy explanation for this inhibition effect. Our
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esults suggest that attention switching between working memory items is accompanied by inhibition of the previously attended working memory
tem. The findings are discussed in respect to the account of the executive function.

2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Attention allows people to selectively process the envi-
onment that is most relevant to their goals [9]. It was pro-
osed long time ago that people could focus attention on
ust one “object” at a time [23,46]. This issue motivated a
ot of investigation in different fields, including studies of
witching attention between task sets [25,38,48] and studies
f switching attention between working memory representa-
ions [12–14,26–29,52]. Task switching studies suggest that
hifts between task sets are accompanied by inhibition of the
revious task set [22,33,34], which is called “backward inhibi-
ion”. The present study aims to investigate whether switching
ttention within working memory also coexists with concur-
ent inhibition of the previously attended working memory
tem.

One function of working memory is to maintain and manipu-
ate information on line [2,3,15–18,49]. Cowan and many other
orking memory researchers currently assume a three-level

unctional architecture of memory according to the degree that

the mental representations are activated. Within this framework,
all passive memory representations belong to long-term mem-
ory (LTM); the currently activated subset of representations in
LTM constitutes working memory; and the smaller set of rep-
resentations that a person is aware of at any time comprises
the focus of attention [1,5–8,32,36,42,50]. Recently, Oberauer
[43] proposed the concentric model distinguishing three states
of working memory representations: the activated LTM, the
“region of direct access”, and the “focus of attention”. In fact,
in the concentric model Oberauer distinguishes the “focus of
attention” in Cowan’s model into two levels: a capacity-limited
“region of direct access” that holds a limited number of chunks
available to be used in ongoing cognitive processes (this region
corresponds most closely to what Cowan named the “focus of
attention”), and a “focus of attention” to hold at any time the one
chunk that is actually selected as the object of the next cognitive
operation.

The classic Sternberg task demonstrates that people do not
have simultaneous and immediate access to all items in working
memory. Instead, a serial scan of memory items requires shifting
attention across them [19,51]. With a serial “dual-count” task,
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 551 3601447; fax: +86 551 3601443.
E-mail address: drzhang@ustc.edu.cn (D.-R. Zhang).

Garavan [12] further measured the time cost of this attention
switching and sought to elaborate the process underlying it. The
“dual-count” task required participants to maintain two running
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counts of the number of times that one of two figures appeared,
respectively. According to whether the successive stimuli were
different or the same, two types of counting sequences were
defined as “switch” (successive stimuli were different) and “non-
switch” (successive stimuli were same). “Nonswitch” reaction
times were about 500 ms shorter than that of the “switch” condi-
tion. Garavan interpreted this difference as the cost for shifting
the focus of attention from one counter to the other within work-
ing memory, and proposed that internal focus of attention is
limited to just one item.

Noticeably, there are ERP and fMRI evidences showing
that the internal attention switching is accompanied by the
prefrontal–cingulate co-activation [13,14,26–29,52]. The cingu-
late and prefrontal co-activation was often found to be closely
related to conflict monitoring and inhibitory control of the auto-
matic or intrinsic attentional biases [4,31]. For the tri-count
task, the automatic or intrinsic response is to repeatedly update
the same count. It conflicts with a response requiring atten-
tional switch and updating a different count in the “switch”
condition. In addition, behavioral studies found an increas-
ing shift cost with memory set size indicating the interference
between memory items when one of them must be selected
for processing [43–45]. Combining these behavioral and neu-
roimaging evidences, it is implicated that a successful “switch”
may require the inhibition on the previously attended work-
ing memory item to reduce the interference between the pre-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the stimuli used in the tri-count task.

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Participants

The participants of all experiments of the present study are
graduates or undergraduates of the University of Science and
Technology of China (USTC). They gave consent to participate
in the experiments and in return received course extra credit or
monetary compensation.

2.2. Methods

Eighteen subjects (eight female, mean age 20.2 and age range 17–25) partic-
ipated in experiment 1. We used the software “Presentation” (Neurobehavioral
Systems Inc., http://nbs.neuro-bs.com/) to present the stimuli. The task included
five pre-experiment warm-up blocks and 60 formal blocks that totally lasted
about 1 h. The stimuli were random lists of three types of red geometric figures
(rectangle, circle or triangle with equal covering area) displayed against a black
background. Each subject’s bar pressing would erase the current figure and call
up a new one after a fixed 100 ms response stimulus interval (RSI) (Fig. 1).
To proceed the task, participants were asked to press the spacebar at their own
pace and to count the number of times that each kind of figure had appeared
till the end of the block, at which time an instructing sentence was presented
instructing subjects to report their counting results. After their oral report, they
immediately received an oral feedback by the experimenter in the form of “right”
or “wrong, the correct counts should be XXX”. Subjects were asked to proceed
through each block as accurately and quickly as possible. Both reaction time
(RT) for each individual presentation (the time from a figure drawn on screen
t
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iously and currently attended working memory item. If this
s the case, we should be able to observe a backward inhibi-
ion phenomenon in the serial count tasks (e.g. the tri-count
ask).

Mayr and Keele [34] have provided evidence that selection
f one task set is supported by inhibition of the previous task
et. They found “backward inhibition” by comparing sequences
f choice reactions in a paradigm where participants switched
etween three sets A, B, and C. In a sequence like ABA,
ask set A would be inhibited when switching to B. When a
witch back to A follows immediately, A is still inhibited and
eaction times will be particularly slow. Consistent with this
dea, they found longer reaction times on the last reaction in
equences of lag-2-repetition (“inhibition” type) compared to
ag-2-norepetition (“control” type). Using an altered method-
logical approach, Hübner et al. [22] confirms that backward
nhibition counteracts perseverative tendencies when switch-
ng to a new task, with the evidence that backward inhibition
electively reduces interference exerted by the preceding task
et.

The “tri-count” task was used in the present study in which
he internal attention switched across three working memory
tems (A, B and C). Based on the similar logic as in Mayr’s and
eele’s study [34], we compared the reaction times on two kinds
f counting sequences (“inhibition” type: ABA, CBC, BAB,
CB, CAC and CBC and “control” type: CBA, ABC, CAB,
CB, BAC and ABC) to see whether backward inhibition also

xists in attention switching within working memory or not. If
he answer is YES, we should observe longer reaction times on
he last reaction of sequences of “inhibition” type compared to
control” type.
o subsequent key pressing) and the correctness of final counting result were
ecorded.

For the three figure types, there were six permutations of reporting order (R-
-T, R-T-C, C-R-T, C-T-R, T-R-C, and T-C-R). The 18 subjects were randomly
ivided into six groups with each group using one reporting order. RTs recorded
n the 60 formal blocks were used in subsequent analysis which includes 226
esponses of the “inhibition” type and 215 responses of the “control” type. We
aried the number of figures within one block from 16 to 25 across blocks. This
as necessary because if subjects knew how many figures were in a block, they
ould only need to count two of the figure types and derive the other count
y simple subtraction. To avoid two-digit number counting, the occurrence of a
gure in a block was no more than nine.

.3. Results

The counting accuracy was computed as the percentage of
he correctly reported blocks in the total of 60. Most errors

http://nbs.neuro-bs.com/
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were of the type that only the value of one digit was incorrect
but off by only one. It is reasonable that the participants were
diligent in updating their items in the blocks with this type of
error. With or without considering this type of error, the counting
accuracy was 87.8 ± 5.3% (absolute accuracy) and 95.0 ± 3.3%
(relative accuracy), respectively. Our data showed that the RT
for the “inhibition” type was significantly longer than that for
the “control” type (paired t-test, t = 6.68, p < 0.00001; mean RT
for “inhibition”: 1899 ms; mean RT for “control”: 1776 ms).

The result is consistent with the “backward inhibition” expec-
tation. But one may ask whether the backward inhibition merely
occurs on low level aspects. Namely, whether the backward inhi-
bition is completely due to the perceptual inhibition on the previ-
ously presented figure? To answer this question, in experiment
2a subjects were required to perform an extra figure identifi-
cation task besides the tri-count task. If we can still observe
similar RT difference after subtracting RT of the figure iden-
tification task from that of the tri-count task, it is more likely
that backward inhibition also exists in memory representation
level.

3. Experiment 2

3.1. Experiment 2a

3.1.1. Methods
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Fig. 2. Results of the experiment 2a. The left/middle bar pair (Count) shows RT
comparison of the “control” (cntrl) and the “inhibition” (inhbt) condition in the
tri-count/figure identification task; the right bar pair shows “cntrl” vs. “inhbt”
RT comparison with the contribution of figure identification being subtracted
out (cntrl’ = cntrl of “Count”-cntrl of “Fig id”, inhbt’ = inhbt of “Count”-inhbt
of “Fig id”). In the three comparison pairs, RTs of the “inhbt” conditions are all
significantly longer than that of the corresponding “cntrl” conditions. The error
bars stand for standard errors.

(39 ms) was no more than 1/3 of the “tri-count” inhibition-
control RT difference (122 ms). We could subtract this small
contribution from the backward inhibition cost (RT difference
between the “inhibition” type and the “control” type) of the
“tri-count” task without affecting the significance of the RT dif-
ference brought by a mental backward inhibition (paired t-test,
t = 2.53, p = 0.028, see the third pair of bars in Fig. 2). So, it
seemed that at least backward inhibition observed in the “tri-
count” task was not completely brought by low level process
such as figure identification.

The experiment 2a was based on a “pure insertion or simple
subtraction” premise. Although commonly used in many studies,
this premise really involves some problems. Therefore, in the
experiment 2b, we let two counts to relate to one figure each (“B”
and “C”), and the third count was responsible for two different
figures (“a” and “A”). If the backward inhibition only occurred
due to a perceptual inhibition on the previously presented figure,
it can be expected that there is no RT difference between a “CBA”
sequence and an “aBA” sequence, and that an “ABA” sequence
will be slower than an “aBA” sequence.

3.2. Experiment 2b

3.2.1. Methods
Another 12 participants (five female, mean age 21.5 and age range 18–27)

completed 60 blocks of a modified “tri-count” task in experiment 2b, in which
f
1

t
w
o

Another 12 participants (three female, mean age 21.1 and age range 18–23)
ompleted 30 blocks of “figure identification” task and 30 blocks of “tri-count”
ask in experiment 2a. The order of the two sections was counter-balanced
cross participants. Before each section, the participants completed three corre-
ponding warm-up blocks. The total experimental time was about 45 min. The
arameters and procedure for the “tri-count” task is the same as in experiment
ne.

For the “figure identification” task, we used exactly the same stimuli pre-
entation program as that in the “tri-count” task. However, without keeping an
nline count of each figure type, subjects just needed to identify each presented
gure by pressing a pre-defined key (one of the “,” “.” and “/” key on the key
oard). For each individual subject, the figure-key mapping was consistent with
is own reporting order in the “tri-count” task. For example, if one should report
is counting result in the order of C-R-T, then in the “figure identification” task,
e should press the “,” key on identifying an circle, the “.” key on identifying
rectangle, and “/” on a triangle. The RSI of both tasks were fixed 100 ms.
ubjects made 120 responses of the “inhibition” type and 120 responses of the
control” type in both tasks.

.1.2. Results
The relative accuracy for “tri-count” task of this group

f subjects was 93.9 ± 8.1%. The absolute accuracy was
5.6 ± 12.3%. The accuracy for figure identification task was
5.1 ± 2.3%.

As we found in experiment one, in the “tri-count” task, the RT
or the “inhibition” type was significantly longer than that for the
control” type by 122 ms (paired t-test, t = 3.70, p = 0.004; mean
T for “inhibition”: 1693 ms; mean RT for “control”: 1571 ms).

n the figure identification task, the RT for the “inhibition” type
as also significantly longer than that for the “control” type
ut by only 39 ms (paired t-test, t = 3.30, p = 0.007; mean RT for
inhibition”: 670 ms; mean RT for “control”: 631 ms). The result
f the figure identification task showed that the low level contri-
utions did exist in backward inhibition. But its contribution
our geometric figures were recruited for the counting stimuli. The RSI was fixed
00 ms too.

In this task, the possibility of the four figures, rectangle, diamond, circle and
riangle, was 16.7%, 16.7%, 33.3% and 33.3% (i.e. 1:1:2:2). The rehearsal order
as counter-balanced across the subjects, and there were six kinds of rehearsal
rders: PCT (parallelogram–circle–triangle), PTC, CPT, CTP, TCP and TPC.
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Fig. 3. Results of the experiment 2b. The error bars stand for standard errors.
RTs of the “CBA” condition are significantly shorter than those of the other two
conditions which have no significant difference in between.

Let’s use “B” for circle, “C” for triangle, “A” for rectangle and “a” for diamond.
We specially concerned three kinds of triplets. The first type was called as the
“CBA” type, which included CBA, CBa, BCA and BCa. The second type was
called as the “ABA” type, which consisted of ABA, aBa, ACA and aCa. And the
third type was called as the “aBA” type, comprising aBA, ABa, aCA and ACa.
Totally, there were 40 responses for the “ABA” type and the “aBA” type each,
80 responses for the “CBA” type, 223 responses for the “control” type and 238
responses for the “inhibition” type.

3.2.2. Results
The relative accuracy of the subjects was 95.9 ± 3.7%. The

absolute accuracy was 87.6 ± 10.6%.
The result of “control” versus “inhibition” comparison repli-

cated the former experiments. Namely, participants responded
faster in the “control” condition than in the “inhibition” condi-
tion (t = 4.10, p = 0.002). Importantly (see Fig. 3), the reaction
time of the “CBA” (1442 ms) type was significantly shorter than
that of the “ABA” (1567 ms) type (t = 3.37, p = 0.006), and that
of the “aBA” (1581 ms) type (t = 3.67, p = 0.003). No signifi-
cant difference between the “ABA” type and the “aBA” type
was observed (t = 0.34, p = 0.74). The result of experiment 2b
does not support the explanation that the backward inhibition
only occurs on the perceptual level. Instead, it should occur on
a higher level.

Backward inhibition was observed in all of the above exper-
iments. However, there is still the sequential expectancy effect
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the stimuli used in the experiment 3a.

4. Experiment 3

4.1. Experiment 3a

4.1.1. Methods
A new group of 24 participants (17 female, mean age 22.4, age range 17–27)

were recruited for experiment 3a. They each completed one long preparatory
section and one short preparatory section (the order of the sections was balanced
across the subjects). Each section included 30 blocks. For each block, the initial
three memory counts were all “5”. They each corresponded to one type of color
(red, yellow and blue). The stimuli were plus or subtraction signs in one of the
three colors (Fig. 4). Participants were told to add or subtract one to the corre-
sponding count when seeing a plus or subtraction sign. Before the new stimulus
came up, a frame in the same color as the upcoming stimulus appeared as an
instruction cue telling the participants on which count they should focus for the
next updating. The cue was always on the screen until a response was entered.
The RCI (time between a response and the next cue) and the CSI (time between
the cue and the next stimulus) could be varied. Two RCI/CSI combinations
were implemented (600/50 ms and 50/600 ms, thus the RSI was always 650 ms)
in two experiment sections, respectively. In this design, we have four experi-
mental conditions: short preparatory “control”, short preparatory “inhibition”,
long preparatory “control” and long preparatory “inhibition”.

This design was a little different from the original tri-count task because of
the stimuli and two (instead of one) mathematical operations. These modifica-
tions were acceptable because the switch effect is stimuli independent; also, the
increment and decrement operations equally affect RTs in different condition
[12,14,43]. With such a paradigm, we could test whether the observed back-
ward inhibition effect in the former experiments could merely be explained the
sequential expectancy.
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ithin our concern. This effect means that subjects prefer to per-
orm the three tasks in turn within short runs [24]. In Mayr’s and
eele’s [34] experiments, an instruction cue was used between

wo successive tasks to exclude the sequential expectancy expla-
ation, because this incorrect expectancy could be overwritten
y subjects’ sufficiently long (e.g. 500 ms) preparation. In order
o examine whether the observed backward inhibition could be
ue to this sequential expectancy effect, in the experiment 3a,
ues were presented during the RSIs indicating which count par-
icipants should focus on for the next update. If the expected RT
ffect is not modulated through the manipulation of the cue-
timulus interval (CSI), the sequential expectancy explanation
hould be very unlikely.
.1.2. Results
The relative accuracies for the short and long preparatory

ondition were 89.2 ± 8.5% and 90.9 ± 8.1%. There was a
umerical tendency toward higher relative accuracy for the long
reparatory condition (t = 1.23, p = 0.23).

A 2 (switching condition: “inhibition” and “control”) *
(CSI: 50 and 600 ms) repeated measure ANOVA analysis

ielded a significant main effects for the switching condi-
ion (F(1, 23) = 15.7, p = 0.001) and the CSI condition (F(1,
3) = 5.26, p = 0.031). But the interaction was not significant
F(1, 23) = 1.40, p = 0.25, see Fig. 5). Specifically, there was
ven a tendency toward the greater backward inhibition cost for
he long preparatory interval. Paired t-test analysis revealed that
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Fig. 5. Results of the experiment 3a. “Cntrl” stands for the switching condition
of “control”; “Inhbt” stands for the switching condition of “inhibition”. The
error bars stand for standard errors.

the overall RTs decreased for the long preparatory interval sug-
gesting that participants actually did use the advance information
(n = 20, t = 2.60, p = 0.018, we failed to record the overall RTs of
the first four participants. The comparison was only based on the
data of the rest 20 participants. The ANOVA analysis of these
20 subjects showed significant main effects and non-significant
interaction similar to that of all the 24 subjects).

This finding is similar to Mayr’s and Keele’s [34] results
(the “second contrast”), suggesting that the backward inhibition
effect observed in the present study should not be the result of
the sequential expectancy explanation.

Another interesting trait of backward inhibition found by
Mayr and Keele is its capability of persistence for a certain
period of time. Therefore, in the following experiment, we com-
pared the backward inhibition effect in short (100 ms) and long
(600 ms) RSI conditions to see whether a similar phenomenon
could be observed in the tri-count task.

4.2. Experiment 3b

4.2.1. Methods
Twelve new participants (five female, mean age 21.5 and age range 18–27)

completed 60 blocks of tri-count task in experiment 3b. There were two sections,
each including 30 blocks. The RSI of one section was fixed 100 ms and the
other was 600 ms. The order of the two sections was counter-balanced across
the subjects.
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Fig. 6. Results of the experiment 3b. The error bars stand for standard errors.

inhibition cost did not significantly decrease at least in the RSI
of 600 ms.

5. Discussion

Three behavioral experiments were performed to explore
whether backward inhibition also existed in attention switching
within verbal working memory. With a “tri-count” task design,
there are only two types of possible twice switching sequence.
After switched from one item to another, the attention can either
switch back again to the first item (the “inhibition” type) or
switch to a new item (the “control” type). If backward inhibi-
tion exists, we should observe longer reaction time on the last
stimulus in trials of the “inhibition” type than of the “control”
type. This is called the “mental backward inhibition” question.
We are interested in this question because the answer could dis-
close an important characteristic of attention switching within
working memory: whether internal attention switching coexists
with inhibition on the previously attended item or not. In fact, in
the first experiment, RTs for the “inhibition” type is significantly
longer than that for the “control” type. This result supports our
hypothesis that mental backward inhibition exists.

In spatial attention studies, people have found the “inhibi-
tion of return” phenomenon, that is, a slower “response” to a
location from which exogenously cued attention had to be dis-
e
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.2.2. Results
A 2 (switching condition: “inhibition” and “control”) * 2

RSI: 100 and 600 ms) repeated measure ANOVA analysis
ielded a significant main effects for the switching condition,
(1, 11) = 14.5, p = 0.003, and the RSI condition, F(1, 11) = 21.8,
= 0.001. (The backward inhibition effect was significant in both
SI condition, paired t-test: RSI 100 ms, t = 3.80, p = 0.003; RSI
00 ms, t = 3.13, p = 0.009). But the interaction of the switch-
ng condition and the RSI factor was not significant (F(1,
1) = 0.804, p = 0.39, see Fig. 6).

The result showed that in tri-count tasks the backward inhi-
ition effect really lasted for some time, and the backward
ngaged in the immediate past [47]. One popular explanation of
he inhibition of return effect claims that attention is inhibited
rom moving to previously cued locations, thereby influencing
erceptual processing at those locations. This interpretation is
upported by neurophysiological evidence of smaller occipital
1 on valid-cue trials [35]. Posner and Cohen suggest that inhi-
ition of return may reflect a mechanism that improves the effi-
iency of attentional searches by biasing attention toward novel
ocations and away from previously attended locations. On the
ther hand, Kübler et al. [26] identifies a supramodal switching
rocess required for switching between working memory items,
uggesting that switching between working memory items is
function of the “central executive” in Baddeley’s tripartite
odel [3]; Sylvester et al. [52] demonstrates a common cogni-

ive mechanism involved in the allocation of attention, controlled
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by superior parietal cortex, in both the counter switching and
response compatibility tasks; and some researchers also found
extensively overlapping neural networks underlying orienting
attention to locations in perceptual and mental representations
[20,41]. These evidences indicate that the internal and external
attention may have common neural substrates, perhaps both con-
trolled by the attentional control system labeled as the “central
executive”. Combining the spatial and mental attention studies,
a possible interpretation of mental backward inhibition would
be that this inhibition effect may reflect a similar bias during
internal attention switching that the attentional control system
would avoid processing the working memory item from which
the attention has just shifted away.

As Mayr and Keele [34] proposed, normal adults have the
ability to finish off one task while resisting the tendency to
jump to another one. This is called “goal stability”. However,
normal adults also can switch from one goal or action plan
to another when necessary. This is called “goal flexibility”. A
paradox arises from the two opposing demands is that represen-
tations stable enough to resist incompatible action tendencies
should also be difficult to abandon once a new goal needs to
be established. Mayr and Keele [34] found that shifts between
task sets are accompanied by inhibition on the previous task
set. This inhibition was proposed to reflect that the utilization of
inhibitory process on the once-activated task set can avoid perse-
verations efficiently, thereby resolving the “stability–flexibility”
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Instead, in the “tri-count” task, subjects only press the space-
bar, so attention switching on motor control is unnecessary. To
say the least, even without considering the motor control effect,
we still got significant RT difference brought by a mental back-
ward inhibition after subtracting out the small contribution from
the backward inhibition cost of the “figure identification” task.
However, the “pure insertion or simple subtraction” premise is
not necessarily the truth. For example, whether the figure iden-
tification and the counting proceed in strictly separable stages
is unknown. In the experiment 2b, we used a modified tri-count
task with two counts mapped to one figure each (“B” and “C”)
but the third count being responsible for two different figures
(“a” and “A”). If the backward inhibition only occurs on the
perceptual level, one cannot expect a RT difference between a
“CBA” sequence and an “aBA” sequence. In addition, an “ABA”
RT will be slower than an “aBA” RT. Our result does not sup-
port the perceptual explanation. In contrast, it is consistent with
the interpretation that the backward inhibition observed in the
“tri-count” task should also exist on the mental representation
level.

However, the first two experiments could not exclude the
sequential expectancy explanation [24]. Thereby in experiment
3a we used an instruction cue to forecast which count would
be focused for next updating, and varied the RCI/CSI combina-
tion in different experimental sections. The result that backward
inhibition is not modulated through the temporal manipulation
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aradox. Hübner et al. [22] provides more direct evidence on
his notion with the finding that backward inhibition selectively
educes interference exerted by the preceding task set. Simi-
ar “stability–flexibility” paradox also exists in the domain of
witching attention within working memory. For example, on
he one hand, in the “nonswitch” condition people can keep
perating on one counter while resisting the tendency to add
ne to other counters. On the other hand, in the “switch” con-
ition, people can switch to operate on a new correct counter
uccessfully. The mental backward inhibition found here reveals
n inhibitory process on the previously attended item during
nternal attention switching, thus provides a similar answer for
he “stability–flexibility” paradox in memory domain.

To explore whether the backward inhibition merely comes
rom the perceptual level or not, we conducted experiment two
hich consisted of two sub-experiments. Based on the “pure

nsertion or simple subtraction” premise, experiment 2a com-
ared the backward inhibition effect between a tri-count task
nd a figure identification task. Although we found backward
nhibition in the figure identification task in which subjects had
o memory demands, the RT cost was in the minority (less than
/3) comparing to that brought by the counting task. Mayr and
eele [34] have proved that backward inhibition can be found in

esponses to the external features of stimuli (e.g. color, orienta-
ion, movement, etc.). So it is not surprising that we also found
ackward inhibition in our figure identification task. Particu-
arly, in the figure identification task, subjects have to press three
istinct keys. When a new geometric figure comes up subjects
hould change the responding finger. Since changing the finger
eant a switch of motor control, the RT difference in the figure

dentification task could also come from the motor control level.
f CSI contradicts with the sequential expectancy explanation.
oreover, in experiment 3b, the finding that the backward inhi-

ition cost did not significantly decrease in the long RSI condi-
ion suggests that when attention is switched from one working

emory item to the other, the previous attended item is also
nhibited for a certain period of time.

It is noteworthy that the lag analysis of the first experiment
n Oberauer’s 2003 paper show that with larger set sizes the
tem selected just before the one presently focused could still be
etrieved slightly faster than other items that were focused longer
go [44]. This RT pattern is contrary to ours. The reverse RT pat-
erns may result from different experimental method between the
wo studies. In an earlier paper [43], Oberauer found switching
ost increased with active (with updating requirement) setsize
ut not with passive (without updating requirement) setsize,
hich demonstrated different memory status of digits between

ctive and passive set. Noticeably, Oberauer [43] also found
hen active setsize increased, the recall accuracy of passive
igits kept uninfluenced in the first experiment but significantly
escended in the second experiment. This fact indicates that in
berauer’s 2002 paper [43], the “active set” in the first experi-
ent is credibly independent of the passive set, while the “active

et” in his second experiment not. In the present study, our
hree counters were updated frequently. The digits in Ober-
uer’s experiment one of the 2003 paper [44], instead, were
ever updated throughout a trial. Comparing to Oberauer’s dig-
ts [44], our three counters are more close to the “active set” of
he first experiment in Oberauer’s 2002 paper. However, Ober-
uer’s digits [44] are very close to the “active set” of the second
xperiment in that paper. Therefore, it is possible that the dif-
erent working memory status between Oberauer’s digits [44]
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and our counters leads to contrary finding of the two studies. To
say it in detail, following the concentric model [43] our on-line
updating counters are held in the “region of direct access”, and
competitive with each other. But Oberauer’s [44] digits may be
held within the “activated part of long-term memory”, and do
not contribute to crosstalk. Thus to avoid competition between
updating counters, inhibitory process on the previous attended
counter may be necessary. Instead, no inhibition on Oberauer’s
digits is needed.

The present paradigm might be used to assess the inhibitory
function in special populations. In fact, some researchers have
examined the task switching function in obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD) patients [39] for OCD patients often have
deficits in attentional inhibition. But inconsistent with their
expectation, they did not find significant group difference on
backward inhibition. This might be ascribed to the complexity
of the inhibitory deficits in OCD. For instance, it was demon-
strated that one of the inhibitory deficits, the negative priming
deficits in OCD was strongest at relatively rapid presentation
rates (100 ms), reflecting the modulation of psychophysical
parameters on behavior of inhibitory deficits [10]. In addition,
deficits in negative priming tended to be more apparent among
OCD checkers as opposed to OCD non-checkers, suggesting
that this particular cognitive deficit in OCD may vary across
subtypes [40]. Given that obsessional doubt has been seen as
a key clinical feature of OCD, a number of studies on memory
s
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[3] A.D. Baddeley, Human Memory: Theory and Practice, Oxford University
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ing an attentional ‘set’: evidence from fMRI, Brain Res. Cogn. Brain
Res. 10 (2000) 1–9.

[5] N. Cowan, Evolving conceptions of memory storage, selective attention,
and their mutual constraints within the human information processing
system, Psychol. Bull. 104 (1988) 163–191.
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University Press, New York, 1995.

[7] N. Cowan, An embedded-process model of working memory, in: A.
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explicit memory in obsessive-compulsive disorder, J. Anxiety Disord.
11 (1997) 119–129.

[12] H. Garavan, Serial attention within working memory, Mem. Cognit. 26
(1998) 263–276.

[13] H. Garavan, T.J. Ross, S.J. Li, E.A. Stein, A parametric manipulation
of central executive functioning, Cereb. Cortex 10 (2000) 585–592.
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howed OCD patients exhibited deficits in “memory confidence”
11,21,30,37,53]. So, if OCD patients were asked to fulfill the
tri-count” task, when attention is switched within working
emory, the deficits in memory confidence could appear as lack-

ng inhibition and excessive concern on previous attended item.
hereby perhaps the disappearance or reverse of backward inhi-
ition would be observed. This can be an open question for our
uture research.

. Conclusion

In the present study, we observed backward inhibition when
ttention switching across different verbal working memory
tems. The finding that backward inhibition occurs not only in
ask switch but also in working memory attention switch implies
hat it could be a particular instance of a general mechanism that
erves to reduce interference from all potentially competing cog-
itive objects.
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